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CHARITIES, INVESTMENT POLICIES AND
INVESTMENT MANAGER SELECTION
GIVEN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT OF HISTORICALLY LOW INTEREST RATES AND THEREFORE RETURNS OF CASH ON DEPOSIT,
MANY CHARITIES AND TRUSTS ARE SEEKING TO UTILISE THEIR ENDOWMENTS IN A MORE EFFICIENT MANNER. THIS IS TO
MAXIMISE THE IMPACT THEIR FUNDING CAN HAVE ON THEIR CHOSEN BENEFICIARIES.

All charities and trusts are able to invest. However,
investing comes with several risks, which, if not managed
correctly, can be detrimental to the charities purpose and
even the public’s trust and confidence in the charitable
institutions more generally. Therefore, it is important to
have considered both the potential positive and negative
implications of any decision to invest.
The key risks for any charity to consider when investing
are:
• Capital risk – not getting back as much of your money
as you originally invested / losing some of the return
already achieved.
• Income risk – where you are investing for income,
the risk that the income level achieved is less than you
had expected.
• Liquidity risk – not being able to get your money back
when you need/want it.
• Reputational risk – investing in such a way that,
if brought to the attention of the public, might bring
the sector or charity into disrepute.
To mitigate these risks, it is important that trustees
consider the relevant issues and take advice, where
appropriate, to assist them in reaching their decision.
Provided steps have been taken to mitigate the risks, and
trustees can demonstrate that a professional process
was followed, investing remains a suitable course
of action for charities and their trustees.
Trustees should consider the following when formulating
an investment policy, and should seek professional
advice on any of the matters in which they do not feel
comfortable:
• Establish overall objectives for the charity to ensure
a clear purpose;
• Identify a suitable risk attitude, preferably through the
use of a risk profiling tool completed by the trustees
within their professional capacity. This should include
a wide range of factors such as knowledge and
experience, and it is recommended that a recognised
software is used for this process;
• Identify the capacity for loss and liquidity requirements.
Capacity for loss is a numerical calculation based on

the maximum downturn that could be suffered without
impacting either the short or long term objectives of the
charity. Liquidity should be guaranteed at a level that
will allow the charity to continue to meet its ongoing
requirements;
• A statement of investment principles should be drafted
to confirm in writing the above, and decide on any
other areas that may impact the investment strategy,
i.e. environmental, social and governance factors of the
companies being invested into, and how this reflects
on the charity;
• Select an appropriate investment manager based on the
investment principles and the risk profile. This should
include due diligence on the firm in question;
• Invest in a way that helps the charity meet any long
and short term objectives;
• Monitor the ongoing performance and risk of the manager
and portfolio to ensure the continuing suitability of the
strategy; and
• Be aware of the tax implications that may arise from
the investments.
A well-documented and thought out statement of
investment principals, based on the above considerations,
will help to prevent any mismanagement of the capital
and go a long way to ensuring the trustee’s responsibility
is met.
Trustees can use the services and expertise of professional
investment managers, but it remains the trustee’s
responsibility to ensure that a suitable investment
policy is in place and being followed. It is important to
ensure not only that due diligence is completed but also
that the manager selected matches the requirements
of the charity.
An investment manager provides a dedicated professional
and personal contact, but it is important to ensure that
they are suitable for the case at hand. A database of
investment managers such as ARC’s Suggestus, provides
a comparison of multiple managers based on different
factors and strategies, together with background due
diligence to ensure the security of the investment.
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Investment managers tend to differentiate their strategies
based on the following, so some consideration should
be given to the trustee’s preference across them:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Class Blend;
Portfolio Manager Discretion;
Points of Reference;
Investment Approach;
Investment Diversity; and
Decision Making Input.

Our financial planning team provide assistance to charities
and trusts on all aspects of the above, including risk
profiling, statement of investment principles and manager
due diligence/selection. If you would like to speak to a
member of our team in respect of any of these factors,
do please give us a call.

If you would like to speak to a member of our team in
respect of any of these factors, do please give us a call.

William Stevens
Financial Planner
020 7236 2601
williamstevens@mhfp.co.uk

CHARITABLE TRUSTS –
NEW REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
HMRC’s new Trust Registration Service (TRS) was
launched in early July for trustees and replaces the 41G
(Trust) paper form, which was withdrawn at the end of
April. This new reporting requirement presents some
fresh challenges for charitable trusts and their advisors.
Under the old self-assessment rules, the trustees (or
their agents) had to register details of a trust with HMRC
by 5 October of the year after a liability to income tax or
Capital Gains Tax first arises. The registration process
now needs to be processed via the TRS. In subsequent
years, or where the trust is already registered for selfassessment, the trustees (or their agent) of either a UK
or non-UK (express) trust that incur a UK tax liability are
required to provide beneficial ownership information
about the trust, using the TRS, by 31 January after the
end of the tax year.
Fortunately the trustees of a charitable trust do not have
to register until they incur a liability to pay in relation
to assets or income of the trust:
•
•
•
•
•
•

income tax;
capital gains tax;
inheritance tax;
stamp duty land tax;
stamp duty reserve tax; or
land and buildings transaction tax (Scotland).

If after claiming a tax relief the trustees have not incurred
a liability, in a given tax year, to any of the above taxes
then HMRC would not expect them to register on the TRS.
The trust will need to complete registration by 31 January
after the end of the tax year in which the trustees have
incurred a liability to any of the relevant UK taxes.

However all charitable trusts are now expected to
maintain accurate and up-to-date written records of
‘beneficial owners’ and potential beneficiaries of the trust.
The trustees of a charitable trust only need to identify the
class of beneficiary if the number of named beneficiaries
exceed ten but are also required to provide the identities
of key employees and directors.
It is not clear who is a ‘beneficial owner’ of a charitable
trust for these purposes. The Charity Tax Group is seeking
clarification from HMRC officials as to how ‘beneficial
owners’ is defined and what the practical implications
for charity trustees will be.
HMRC do not consider donors to be settlors and therefore
the details of a donor do not need to be included on the
TRS as long as he or she has no influence or control over
the trust nor receives a financial benefit from the trust.

If you would like to discuss this matter in more depth,
please get in touch with David Hadley or your usual
contact at Mercer & Hole.

David Hadley
Tax Director
020 7236 2601
01727 869141
davidhadley@mercerhole.co.uk

NEW DYNAMIC CHARITIES
ANNUAL RETURN
On 1 September 2017 the Charity Commission (CC) issued its
consultation for next year’s annual return. This is due to apply
to charities’ financial years starting on or after 1 January 2018.
The Commission’s intention is to shift to a more dynamic
annual return, which is better targeted and easier to use for
charities. Those charities that are smaller and have simpler
operating structures will answer fewer questions, whereas
those that are larger and more complex will be required
to answer more.
The consultation also proposes some changes to the
questions that are being asked, including the addition of some
new questions and the removal of others. The CC states that
these changes will help ensure that the questions reflect the
priority risk areas in their strategic plan and help them to tackle
new regulatory risks as they emerge. They also hope this will
strengthen the sector’s accountability and provide information
that the public and others expect to be able to see.
The CC has considered how the information received will help
meet a regulatory aim and further their statutory function.
However, they state that they are also mindful of balancing
these needs with the need not to create an undue additional
burden on charities.

The Annual Return will consist of three parts:
Part A – regulatory questions tailored to each charity
Part B – f or charities with income over £500,000 questions
on key financial aspects
Part C – declaration
There will also be a separate service called ‘Update charity
details’ which will allow charities to update changes in real
time. This will also mean that data will be stored so when
completing an annual return the details will be prepopulated
and only changes will need to be made, if applicable. It will
also enable the CC to provide updates and alerts to a charity,
tailored to its needs.
The consultation period closes at 5pm on Friday 24 November
2017.

If you would like to discuss anything to do with charity
filing requirements, please get in touch with Wendy
Bambrick or your usual contact at Mercer & Hole.

The CC state that further changes made to the service itself,
in line with the improvements across their digital services,
will mean that the annual return is easy-to-use and intuitive
for charities regardless of their size and structure.
Wendy Bambrick
Senior Audit Manager
01908 605552
01727 869141
wendybambrick@mercerhole.co.uk
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